Abstract: Photonic crystal fibres are investigated with an effective inde.u approach. The effective index of both core and cladding is found to be wavelength dependent. Accurate modelling must respect the rich topology of these jibres.
Introduction:
Photonic Crystal Fibres (PCFs) are pure silica fibres with numerous airholes in the cladding region (see the inset of Fig. 1 ). In the most simple case (PCFs guiding by an effect termed modified Total Internal Reflection) the cladding airholes act to lower the effective index of the fundamental space filling mode below the refractive index of silica'. This allows modes to be guided strictly along the pure silica core, since the mode is unable to couple to any cladding modes due to the index step between the guided modes and the cladding modes. The effective cladding index of a PCF is strongly wavelength dependent. This is due to the field avoiding the airholes at short wavelengths (resulting in a cladding index approaching the refractive index of silica at short wavelengths), while the field intensity inside the airholes may be significant at long wavelengths, resulting in a cladding index significantly below that of silica. This wavelength dependent cladding index offers great flexibility in the design of PCFs, including the possibility of highly nonlinear fibres with an effective mode area of only I pm2 at 1550 nni wavelength', PCFs with a zero dispersion wavelength3 considerably below 1300 nm and endlessly singlemode PCFs (supporting only one guided mode at all wavelengths). This last possibility arises since the reduced index contrast between core and cladding with increasing frequency, ensures that the effective frequency, V,c, remains finite at all wavelengths4. The effective frequency is given by where nco is the effective core index, n,l is the effective cladding index, k is the wavenumber and p is the core radius. The realization of the potential of PCFs is not only a manufacturing challenge. The modelling of PCFs is also more challenging than modelling of standard step index fibres. A large number of tools for modelling PCFs have been suggested in the past. Many methods have employed full vectorial mode-solvers, including the plane wave method5 that we employ in this paper. Other vectorial models6 have used localised functions to describe the guided modes. The finite element method7, a multipole method', and a biorthonormal method' have also been suggested. The simplest approach for modelling PCFs, however, treats the PCF as a step index fibre (SIF) with a strong wavelength dependence of the cladding index4. This paper investigates some of the challenges faced when using this very simple approach for modclling PCFs.
PCFs and effective indices
The wavelength dependance of the effective cladding index of a PCF is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In this specific example the hole-diameter, d, is 50% of the interhole distance, A. The effective index, S/k, is illustrated as a function of the normalized frequency, A A . Here p is the propagation constant, k is the free space wavenumber, and h IS the free space wavelength. As explained above the effective index of the cladding approaches the refractive index of silica (nS,=l.4S in the calculations) when the structural size, A, is large compared to the wavelength. On the other hand one must have a small A, if the possibility o f a significantly reduced effective cladding index is to be employed for e.g. non-linear purposes. The effective index approach assumes that a PCF may be modelled by assuming the fiber to be a step index fibre with the wavelength dependent cladding index calculated by using e.g. a plane wave inethod. Here, an analytical fullvectorial solution" (no weakly-guiding approximation) to the step-index fibre problem is used, to account for the large index contrast present at long wavelengths. Since no clearly defined boundary between core and cladding exist in PCFs, this leaves some ambiguity concerning the definition of the core radius4 and the effective core-index in a SIF analogy. The refractive index o f silica was used as the effective core-index in Birks et. a14. Other choices of core index exist, however. Since the central core-region may be seen as a honeycomb structure, as indicated in the inset of Fig. 1 , we may also choose the index of the corresponding periodic honeycomb structure as the coreindex. In Fig. 1 is also shown the effective index of the fundamental space-filling mode of a honeycomb structure with the same air-hole diameter as the cladding structure. The mode-index of the fundamental guided mode is seen to approach the honeycomb index when the wavelength is short. To analyse the accuracy of different effective index approaches, we choose in Fig. 2 to depict the normalised propagation constant,
as a function of Vc,y. B=l then corresponds to a mode with nmode= ncore, while B=O corresponds to n,,,oc~e= n,l. V,K is chosen to better identi@ the cut-off properties. The last curves show the result of using the effective honeycomb index as the core index and a core radius of A. Now the second order mode cut-off has decreased to 3.3, which is closer to the result of a SIF, albeit still too large a value. However, B is approximately 0.93 at the second order mode cut-off, which is significantly larger than the value obtained by the considered SIF approximation (B is less than 0.6). As expected the B values approach 1 for large VeTvalues. Notice that the maximum B-value of the SIF fibre (0.96) lies between the maximum B-values found from the two different PCF core assumptions (0.88 and I respectively). This indicates that in order to create an effective index approach, which could accurately predict the mode-index of the guided modes as a function of frequency, one would have to employ not only a coreradius, p, less than A, but also an effective core-index below the refractive index of silica. The specific values of core-radius and refractive index would furthermore be likely to be wavelength dependent. We deduce that the honeycomb index underestimates the effective refractive index of the core-region, while silica overestimates the core-index. Both models predict that the effective core-radius is less than A. This result is not really surprising! One cannot expect to be able to accurately investigate a PCF with a rich topology using a simple step index fibre approach. However, the etyective index approach is able to provide insight into basic physical properties of PCFs. It correctly identifies the possibility of PCFs that are singlemode at all wavelengths. Correspondingly it predicts that PCFs have increasing bending losses at short wavelengths. Effective index approaches also correctly predict that very small effective mode-areas are possible using PCFs. However, accurate modelling of PCFs with an effective index approach appears to demand that one is able to predict the actual core-index and core-radius as a function of wavelength, a task which at present only seems possible using retrofitting schemes, which of cource is no real solution at all.
Conclusion:
We have found that not only the cladding region, but also the core-region of Photonic Crystal Fibres (PCFs) has an effective index that varies with frequency. We conclude that it is not possible to accurately model PCFs using an effective index model. Instead, models that accurately describe the topology of PCFs must be employed. Still, used with care, an effective index approach can provide many qualitative answers concerning the basic behaviour of PCFs. 
